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Swarovski 8x30 monocular laser guide

Grade: ( ) Delivery: Estimated check-box Minimum purchase: unit(s) Maximum purchase: unit(s) 5 of 5 starsby mdb-kwJun 27, 2016Top favorable overviewIt's really awesome product. Yes, it has been discontinued for several years now, but if you have one or you can get one you are set for life. It doesn't
have any cool gizmos compared to today's new items, but what it lacks is gizmos, it makes 100x glass quality. It's a great glass, just not better to make a glass of Swaro. Is accurate, my test for me was to get 1630yards, but could have walked further if I opposed the measure. And once the measurement
is done, you have one amazing monokucular for everything you want to use it. Verified purchase: Yes | Condition: Pre-owned2 of 5 starsby soleggiato77Jun 29, 2017Top Critical ReviewI tested this unit outdoors during hunting. It is well built and sturdy, and the viewable image is clear and bright. However,
I think the eyepiece is too shallow and not injectable enough to fit your eyes, especially if you wear glasses.. Very annoying and annoying! In addition, while the viewable image is clear and bright, the digital distance reading purchased on the device appeared blotched, mottled and spiked, rather than
clear, brittle and sharp, as should be the unit this expensive. Recommended. Verified purchase: Yes | Condition: New5 of 5 starsby jolson378Oct 07, 2009What I like most about the Swarovski Optik Laser Guide 8x30 Rangefinder is that I can actually range antelope or deer-sized animals 1200 yards with
good rest. I could also swing to 1800 yards on a reflective goal. All the other mine 1,500-yard rangefinders would only net about 500 yards of cow-sized targets. I'm a long-time shooter, so it's very important for me to know the range. It has a very good glass and comes with a side case that locks the range
finder. The only improvement I see is that the target circle should be slightly smaller and the yard numbers remain bright; this current pattern disappears in the courtyards, but it does not affect its accuracy. Very nice unit... Thx5 of 5 starsby deuceworksOct 09, 2011Work in the shooting industry and I know
what makes and does not work. And that, deffinetly works. It's just a rangefinder that I've been able to make up to get in the range, and even in the past, advertised in the range. I use it to range targets with only over 2,000 yards of hair, and I've done it with more than one of these, so it's not a fluke. The
cuffs and the view field are unmatched. And it takes abuse. Rain, dirt, dirt, rattling around my pack with all my other long-range shooting gear, she takes it and begs for more. It is not loaded with features. But, in my humble opinion, feature-laden products are usually the first to fail. You specify your goal,
you can range your Thats everything you should ask from Finder. Theres many other tools to get weather data, a true ballistic range, and all that others fancy at the meaning that other companies advertise. If you care about features, get a leupold, but don't cry when it only ranges half the advertised
distance. Want credibility? Get Swarovski. It's expensive, but good gear is never cheap. Read the full review5 of 5 starsby truckerdog1821Jan 10, 2014From experience, there is no better optics than Swarovski. Whether outdoor goggles, range goggles, or coverages, they have the best optics of them all.
For this skewer of the range, you will simply get meat and potatoes. Best optics and accurate long-range readings. No fancy bells and whistles, but it seems to be where others fail. It comes with a belt clip. It is very durable. If I had to do more, I would get outdoor glasses with a range spear included from
Swarovski. But you have to pay for quality. I'll probably sell my outdoor glasses and just use this. This is not my first glimpse into the Laser Guide, as it came out at least two years ago, and I tested the early model. However, a handheld laser rangefinder is such a useful thing for the hunter and many
companies offering more than one model; I thought it would be a good time to re-examine what Swarovsky has to offer. While offering the same feature as any other rangefinder LG is configured a little differently with almost binoculars like build and feel, as if the monokucular looks like two eye lenses.
Also spec is the 8x30, which is a little more powerful than other examples with what is actually a wider lens compared. Still made in Austria, which is comforting because the prolific German Leica models are made in Portugal, LG is compact and lightweight enough, measuring 5 x 3.25 x 2 and weighing
13.65 oz. The body is green rubber armor with a textured finish for additional adhesion. The 30mm receiver Eyepiece is on the right and is focused and can be pulled out to suit the spectacle wearer, which connects directly to the right hand (observation) barrel. The left-arm barrel laser receiver unit and its
30mm target doesn't make the ranges that a little easier because its quite large in diameter to get the rays back. The laser projector sits in the middle of these two and behind/above this is a large operating button. The screen is simple with an orange-designed circle and three horizontal lines underneath it,
which shows a distance or flashes if it doesn't register it. The power supply is supplied by one CR2 3 volt battery, which sits at the back of the laser barrel behind the plate and is rated 1000 pings. After removing the cap, you can see the selector, which allows you to switch from yards to meters. LG comes
with a padded neck strap and plastic, a quick release belt case that protects transit targets. Rubber cap with covers the eyepiece. Swarovski says LG is good at 1,600 yards, with a +/- figure in one yard anyway. I didn't take it that far, for the simple reason, as the distance increases it's very easy to get
false readings (more or less) because it is unstable on purpose that doesn't explode on purpose. Also, the goal size/ color/reflective will affect performance and all become bigger problems as the range is pushed to the maximum. Personally, the hunter as long as the unit can range a deer from 600/700
yards, that is more than enough. This is a problem with all handheld devices because I even get it in my Leica 8x56 laser binose (BRFs). What you are really looking for is the optical quality and measurements you can trust, from the maximum practical range and LG can really offer that... Benchmark I
took LG hunting several times and also compared them to my Leica BRFs, which I think is very much a benchmark in this area. Of the 700 yards they were inside 2-3 yards apart, making it more than appropriate. The additional few millimeters of lens, lens quality and x8 magnification makes Swarovskis
just as much better in terms of observation than similar monokucular designs. The LAG offers scan mode to set multiple goals. At the time when you fluctuated the screen remains illuminated for about 20 seconds, which I thought a little too long. In low light conditions, you tend to see an opaque, orange
elongated (below the desired sign), which is obviously where the reading of the range is displayed. As I remember on the first model I tested a few years ago this orange glow was all pervaded and tends to blow the image in a slightly dark wooded area and dawn/dusk. This problem was not so obvious
with the latest version. Lightweight and compact with a simple and ergonomic feel about them, the LG 8x30s is a monocummer design that feels and handles like a compact binos set. The larger control button is easy to find and work even with heavy gloves. Under the blurb they work well at temperatures
from 14° to 122°F and water resistant to 13 feet, so cold and wet is not going to be a problem, although carrying a backup battery as low temperatures will drain the hell out of the batteries. Price wise and as with all Swarovski products tag is soothingly high, but build and optical quality is as good as one
might expect. Due to the changes I went to several sites in both gun stores and optical outlets and set prices from £433.19 to £519, overall gun dealers were a little cheaper... So take a look around. Click on the image to enlarge click on the image to enlarge click on the image to increase sales! Description
Additional Information Reviews (0) Monokucular laser range spear with excellent image quality for our patented binocular experience. technology for accurate measurement, even in poor weather conditions and long distances. Distances. OPTIK Laser Guide 8×30 combines high quality standard for
SWAROVSKI OPTIK binoculars with the latest laser range search technology.   Back Factory Refurbished, Swarovski Laser Guide 8x30 Laser Range Finder 70002 , MPN: 70002-DEMO , Code: SW-RF-70002-DEMO Swarovski Laser Guide 8x30 Laser Range Finder 70002 , MPN: 70002 , UPC:
708026700026 , Code: SW-RF-70002-EE Get our latest blog posts, Free shipping* on all future retail orders and 10% discount for the next purchase. (*orders over £250) £250)
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